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KWC EVE

THE ELEGANCE IS IN THE DETAIL
KWC EVE is designed to appeal to your sense of elegance. The
feminine silhouette of this shapely beauty captivates you with
both its style and its sophistication. The integrated LEDs illuminate
the jet of water to create an enchanting sculpture of light, while
in terms of functionality, KWC EVE is a shining example of
sustainable innovation.

Covert and discreet
This covered pull-out aerator shares its secrets
with you alone. The pull-out spray with a flexible
hose is integrated into the spout with perfect
discretion.
Round and about
With a radius of 320°, you can swing this faucet
round to its full extent. The elegant spout swivels
easily, giving you even more freedom to move
around comfortably in the kitchen.
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On and off
A touch of a button is all it takes for LEDShine to
transform the jet of water from your faucet into
a wonderful play of light. The light switches off
automatically after 45 minutes.
Bright and brilliant
To create the right atmosphere in your kitchen,
you can activate the LEDShine play of light whenever the mood strikes you. The light ring is integrated into the pull-out aerator, making it seem
invisible, while the LEDs have a very long lifespan
but use very little electricity.
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A WATER
FEATURE
WORTHY OF
PARADISE
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KWC +

UniqueLever
Innovative lever designs that allow for natural
and intuitive use: UniqueLever features innova
tive KWC design – elegance and precision that
you can not only see, but also feel every day.

OptimalSpace
Practical yet elegant ergonomic design:
OptimalSpace features long, tall spouts that
provide ample space for washing and or
working.

TouchProtect
Safe to use: An insulated hot water guidance
system with a “double skin” principle means
the body of the faucet or the pull-out spray
can become warm but never hot. In this way,
TouchProtect intelligently prevents scalding.

DesignSpray
Elegant design and functionality: With
DesignSpray, the pull-out spray is seamlessly
integrated and recessed. It can be easily
extended with just one finger.

HealthProtect
Better hygiene and unchanged water quality:
HealthProtect highlights the strict standards
we set ourselves to ensure that our faucets do
not affect the taste and smell of your water –
that is why we use high-quality materials
(metals, plastics) that are ideally suited for
contact with water.

GlacierFinish
Robust surfaces and high-quality craftsman
ship: GlacierFinish is equipped with durable
surfaces that are exceptionally robust and
feature an attractive polished shine that you
can enjoy for years to come.

PrecisionMove
Exceptional elegance and precision: Precision
Move allows for seamless movements and
exceptional convenience thanks to our
consistent use of top-quality materials and
superior craftsmanship.

EasyLock
A spray that is easy to use and automatically
snaps into place: EasyLock is equipped with
special positioning pins that ensure that the
pull-out spray is always in the right position.

LEDShine
Visible precision and a bright, friendly work
space: LEDShine does more than just contribute
to a special working atmosphere – this inno
vative feature makes it easier to see the tiniest
specks of dirt and makes it possible to use the
faucet without turning on a light.
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Series Overview

Kitchen
Lever mixer
––LEDShine - Integrated LED light
––TouchProtect - Anti-scald protection
thanks to the “double skin” principle
––EasyLock - A pull-out spray that easily
slides back into place
––OptimalSpace - Ample space for
washing or working
––Lever installation possible on the
right or left side
––Pull-out aerator covered
––integrated ON/OFF push-button
with automatic shut-off after
45 minutes
––up to 600 mm pull-out length
––Hose guide, swivelling 320°

Kitchen
Lever mixer
––LEDShine - Integrated LED light
––TouchProtect - Anti-scald protection
thanks to the “double skin” principle
––EasyLock - A pull-out spray that easily
slides back into place
––OptimalSpace - Ample space for
washing or working
––Lever installation possible on the
right or left side
––Pull-out aerator covered
––integrated ON/OFF push-button
with automatic shut-off after
45 minutes
––up to 600 mm pull-out length
––Hose guide, swivelling 320°

10.121.103.000FL all chrome  A 225
mains receiver, LEDShine
10.121.103.700FL 
A 225
stainless steel
mains receiver, LEDShine

10.121.103.150FL glacier white A 225
mains receiver, LEDShine
Flow rate 10 l/min (3 bar)

Flow rate 10 l/min (3 bar)

Kitchen
Lever mixer
––LEDShine - Integrated LED light
––TouchProtect - Anti-scald protection
thanks to the “double skin” principle
––EasyLock - A pull-out spray that easily
slides back into place
––OptimalSpace - Ample space for
washing or working
––Lever installation possible on the
right or left side
––Pull-out aerator covered
––integrated ON/OFF push-button
with automatic shut-off after
45 minutes
––up to 600 mm pull-out length
––Hose guide, swivelling 320°

Kitchen
Lever mixer
––LEDShine - Integrated LED light
––TouchProtect - Anti-scald protection
thanks to the “double skin” principle
––EasyLock - A pull-out spray that easily
slides back into place
––OptimalSpace - Ample space for
washing or working
––Lever installation possible on the
right or left side
––Pull-out aerator covered
––integrated ON/OFF push-button
with automatic shut-off after
45 minutes
––up to 600 mm pull-out length
––Hose guide, swivelling 320°

10.121.103.151FL
black chrome-plated
mains receiver, LEDShine

10.121.102.000FL all chrome
mains receiver, LEDShine
10.121.102.700FL 
stainless steel
mains receiver, LEDShine

Flow rate 10 l/min (3 bar)

A 225

Flow rate 10 l/min (3 bar)
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A 190
A 190
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Series Overview

Kitchen
Lever mixer
––TouchProtect - Anti-scald protection
thanks to the “double skin” principle
––EasyLock - A pull-out spray that easily
slides back into place
––OptimalSpace - Ample space for
washing or working
––Lever installation possible on the
right or left side
––Pull-out aerator covered
––up to 600 mm pull-out length
––Hose guide, swivelling 320°

Kitchen
Lever mixer
––TouchProtect - Anti-scald protection
thanks to the “double skin” principle
––EasyLock - A pull-out spray that easily
slides back into place
––OptimalSpace - Ample space for
washing or working
––Lever installation possible on the
right or left side
––Pull-out aerator covered
––up to 600 mm pull-out length
––Hose guide, swivelling 320°

10.111.103.000FL all chrome
10.111.103.700FL A225
stainless steel

10.111.102.000FL all chrome
10.111.102.700FL 
stainless steel

A 225

Flow rate 10 l/min (3 bar)

A 190
A 190

Flow rate 11 l/min (3 bar)

Soap dispenser
Z.536.063.000 all chrome
Z.536.063.700 stainless steel
Z.536.063.150 glacier white
Z.536.063.151 black chrome-plated

The product range, models and technical details are subject to change.
Dimensions are given in mm.
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